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Jesse Noble loves fast cars and even faster women. A professional race car driver, he's used to
being in the driver's seat, until a devastating loss on the track forces him to walk away from the only
life he's ever known. After months of rehab and soul-sucking depression, Jesse heads to his friend's
place in Scotland, thinking a month or two of indulging in the fleshy delights of the Dungeon Fantasy
Club will help him maneuver the road to recovery better than any painkillers.Lucy Martin is the
mistress and commander of her world. Labeled an 'Ice Queen' by her co-workers, she hides her
tender and passionate heart from the world, even as she hopes to one day find a man who will help
soothe her shattered heart. Now her best friend Zoey, the only person on the planet Lucy can
confide in, has gone AWOL and left the country for some Scottish laird. On a mission to rescue her
BFF, Lucy travels to Mulladoch Manor and has her world turned on its axis; finding herself in an
exclusive BDSM club where she feels right at home.When the dominant Jesse spies the luscious
Lucy sporting four-inch stilettos and leather in the Dungeon Fantasy Club, he surrenders to a night
of mind-blowing ecstasy, her caresses somehow driving away every one of his inner demons with
supreme skill. In the race of his life, Jesse moves out of the driver's seat and willingly becomes her
passenger â€“ if only she'll continue tying him up and paddling his bare ass into the most erotically
charged, world altering orgasms he's ever experienced.When their past secrets are revealed, Jesse
will have to convince Lucy to enter the fast lane with him â€“ and prove that he's willing to submit to
all of his Domme's utmost desires. Can he make the ultimate sacrifice and give up control â€“ for
love?Publisher's Note: While this is the fourth installment of Anya Summer's Dungeon Fantasy Club
series, like all the books in the series, it can be read as a standalone. It contains explicit sexual
themes including anal play and BDSM elements, as well as femdom scenes. If such material
offends you, please do not purchase.
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I enjoyed this fourth book in the Dungeon Fantasy Club series. Lucy Martin and Zoey have been
friends since junior high, and there is no way she is going to let Zoey stay in Scotland, itâ€™s time
for an intervention. Jesse Nobleâ€™s life is in turmoil since the accident in April that paralyzed
another driver. He may be banned for life from Formula One racing and FIA. His addiction to
painkillers after surgery may be the final nail in that part of his life.The plot has two dominant people,
each fighting demons in their personal and professional life. For Jesse it is from his addiction to
painkillers that he may lose what he loves, racing. For Lucy, childhood physical and sexual abuse
has her unwilling to submit and never to allow a man to be in control of her life again. What happens
when a Dom and a Domme feel such an attraction to each other but both want control? For Jesse to
submit and relinquish control to Lucy is liberating for both of them. For these two adamant, in control
individuals, it will be a lesson in not only dominance but in the ultimate submission and to remember
that each is a precious gift when given. The story has great character development, emotional and
heart-wrenching dialog, and healing when two people can be open and honest with each other.

This is a great addition to the Dungeon Fantasy Club series.You can read it as a stand alone, but I
recommend reading the books in order.Lucy Martin races to Scotland to bring home her best friend
Zoey.Zoey is very happy and is planning her marriage to Declan.Declan is a Dom,he has a BDSM
dungeon in his home.Lucy was abused by her father,her mother died having Lucy and her father
blamed Her.Lucy was adopted at 5 years old,she had great parents but was scarred
emotionally.Lucy explored BDSM while in college.She has avoided relationship.She vowed never to
let a man close to her.She needs to be in control.Lucy Is a Domme,but has hidden her sexual
preference after an ex threatens to blackmail her at work.Jesse Nobles is a Dom.He is a formula
one racing car driver who has had a accident and is recovering at Mullardoch Manner.The attraction

and fireworks is immediate when they meet .Jesse agrees to submit to Lucy.They both like to be in
control,can Jeese submit to Lucy.He is conflicted and feels vulnerable but has the best sex in his
life.It was interesting to understand the reasons behind Lucy's need for control.Will they be able to
come up with a solution They start to care fore each other but an ex sub turns up and makes trouble
for Jesse.I really enjoyed this book and hope there will be more.This is a well crafted story.The sex
scenes are steamy.I was given this book for an honest review

Anya Summers never disappoints. I feel like each story takes us a little bit further into the Dungeon
Fantasy Club world, and I can't even begin to guess what comes next, much less further down the
road. This one was so hot, it made me blush! Lucy and Jesse were a great pair. Bringing two
dominant individuals together made things very interesting. They fell hard for each other, but there
was a lot of stuff keeping them apart. While the sexy scenes are super steamy, there is also a
phenomenal and complex story accompanying them, making this a fantastic read. Be sure to check
out the entire collection of novellas, because while they are all connected, each one is very unique
and amazing. I received this book in exchange for an honest review.

This book is every bit as good as the others in this excellent series. I highly recommend reading this
series in order. This book is focused on Lucy, who we already know is Zoey's best friend, and
Jesse, a new character. F/M is not what I usually read, but the series is so good that I had to read
the book anyway. I now know that this book is not about a female Domme and a male sub. Like all
the men we've encountered in the series, Jesse is a Dom. His life is on hold when he meets Lucy at
Declan's place. The attraction between them is so strong, that he's willing to submit to her so they
can have a session together. The erotic scenes were beyond smoking hot, yet heartwarming at the
same time; Jesse was willing to suppress his Dom tendencies for Lucy and she understood what he
was doing for her. The setting for most of the story is from the previous book and I loved the
familiarity of it. I especially liked the scenes in which events occurred that I already knew about, but
from a different perspective. The plot was masterfully done, with all the pieces fitting flawlessly
together and things that shouldn't make sense working perfectly. The heart of the story, however,
were the highly emotional issues and inner conflict that both Lucy and Jesse had to deal with. The
magic of the healing power of their relationship put this book over the top.I received the book from
the publisher for an honest review.

Even when you are a Dom, when your life is out of control sometimes you need to submit. Jesse's

life went off the rails when he popped a pill before a race and crashed. So while his future was being
determined he was hiding out at the DFC. He normally enjoyed being a Dom and when he
participated in a scene, all he felt was hollow.Lucy was coming to get her best friend, Zoey, from
Scotland. However, when she sees how in love Zoey is, she knows her best friend is not coming
back. When Zoey and Kara tell Lucy about the BDSM club downstairs, she is ready to go check it
out. They warn her that subs can't go down without a Dom, she lets them know she is a Domme
and would escort them down.When Jesse and Lucy meet, the chemistry is off the charts. However,
can two Dominants really be together? When Jesse finds himself submitting to Lucy, he gains a
peace he had been missing. When he finds Lucy pulling away, he is determined to find out why.
Both Lucy and Jesse have some major issues in their past, will this stop them from finding their
happily ever after?This book was such a great read. It is super steamy and hot, such a twist to have
a woman in control. The book is pretty sweet too, the characters' backgrounds lend to going beyond
their comfort zone for the other. It is also funny, the characters are really funny. I have really
enjoyed this series and hope for more!!
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